
Summary Master's Thesis Title: 

The military records division court 

the study of archival and historical documentaries. 

The substantive content: The study deals with the meaning of the division, and sued the estate (military 

Alvesam) and the evolution of the division court and the relationship of dhimmis military dividing and 

dividing the estate between dhimmis on the rules of Islamic law according to their request, but the 

marriage on the rules of Islamic law to take advantage plurality of wives. And Oottagh study published 

several documents estates and distribution scale of the heirs according to the rules of Islamic Alharia on, 

and documents Embracing Islam and so on. The study concludes illustrates the importance of the 

separation of military and documentation division in the historical, social and economic studies. The 

study included a researcher job TOPICAL index timeline documents the military division of different 

kinds. -------------------------------------------------- -----------------------  

doctoral thesis title: records gaps in Damietta Court of legitimacy - the study of archival and historical 

documentaries. The substantive content: The study deals with the history of creation of gaps in 

Damietta legitimate court, and place of the current city and the types of documents that are contained 

in the court records and the numbers of these records maintained in Dar sheet archives then and before 

moving to the National Archives Nile Corniche. The study also include the types of documents previously 

unpublished documents such as infringement and documents the killings and thefts documents that 

were made in the city, enriched with information about the study rains social life next to the plans and 

the effects and the names of areas. This, along with the documentary study of the economy of the 

mouth as a port of the country's president and the types of documents relating to economic 

transactions that occur between people and documents of marriages that took place between 

foreigners and so on. 


